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Bank Rate and Market Rates 

Bank Rate 
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1 0 5  S . R . 31 
LG.8 
C . C .P .361 
C . C . P . 332.1 

The history of Bank Rate during the war may start from the 

end of 1938, at a time when considerable pressure on the exchanges was 

being experienced and more anticipated. Exchanges are dealt with in 

Part 11 of the History and will not be referred to here except 

generally. The 2% Bank Rate bad remained unchanged since 30th June 

1932, and the Government wes still wedded to a pOlicy of cheap money. 

On 24th November 1938 the Governor wrote to Sir Richard 

Hopkins in connection with a proposal concerned wi th forward dealings 

in dollars and their possible effect "on rates. " . . . •  Some precautio� 
seem essential. We shall therefore begin in the next few days 

( Subject to an understanding with certain baa�s) to reduce or eliminate 

fOrward dealing in dollars and in consequence to bring in dollars from 

forced covering. The gradual effect may be to shorten the supply of 

cash in this market and so to raise interest and discount rates and 

perhaps to lower gilt-edged stocks . "  

In reply Sir Richar,d wrote on the following day: " . . .  I do 

not understand that it is in your opinion desirable to raise interest 

Bnd discount rates and perhaps t o  lower gilt-edged stocks. Certainly 

no proposal could be more unwelcome to the Government at a moment when 

budgetary difficulties are very great and when trade and industry, as 

we are informed in reliable quarters ,  are showing for th�flrst time 

a strong disposition to throw off the effects of the September crisis. 

Your meaning I take it is rather that you wish to carry out certain 

technical operations in defence of the exchange while you fear that 

as an unintende� result of those operations there may be a tightening 
f . " up 0 lnterest and discount rates. 

The Bank replied on the same day that Sir Richard' s  

assumption was correct. The secondary and unintended effect upon 

Money Rates and gilt-edged prices would in any event be quite 
temporary, and due merely to the fact that the end of the year was 

approaching. 
It was 
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It was by now clear that the Continent doubted the safety 

and security of the U.K.BS a refuge for capital, and the Governor, at 

a meeting in Basle of the 8 . I . S . , found that the French ,  Dutch, 

Belgian and Swiss representatives were all much perturbed about the 

sterling-dollar rate Bnd feared that any further considerable 

depreciation of sterling would involve a change of policy in Holland, 

Belgium and Switzerland, and perhaps France .  

On 29th December 1938 the Governor wrote to the Chancellor: 
It: . . . . with the approach of the New Year the expected 

pressure upon sterling begins to develop Bnd within a few days 

the exchange rate will cease to benefit from the temporary short-

ness of money. For the last two months you at the Treasury and 

we here have been discussing and considering this position and 

you decided to take no action to improve or to hold the inter

national level of sterling; unless it be through some tightening 

by the Kennet Committee. Andthus, while the position of Fr.!<.nce 

is improving owing to the settlement of her internal pal! tical 

difficulties and while the position of Holland and Switzerland 

is so satisfactory that they are seeking to lend money abroad, 

the position of our exchange is expected to deteriorate rapidly. 

If this should happen, we must expect other currency relationships 

to be readjusted at a later stage, to the disadvantage of sterling. 

Even tho �h you have so far decided to take no action to 

hinder such deterioration, it might be convenient for you to 

consider what is to be done if and when difficulties of great or 

small degree break upon us. You might, for instance,  care to 

consider whether some arrangements for the sUFPort of sterling 

could be made, either within the tripartite Agreement or as in 

1931. On the other hand we here may consider, mainly for its 

psychological effect, an increase in Bank Rate. But in any 

case I feel strongly that we should be so far prepared far what 
may happen that our action when the time comes will have been 

generally decided in advance and will only need to be fitted to 

the particular happening . "  

The I.linutes 
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The Minutes of the COD1.l!li ttee of Treasury on :3rd and 4th 

January 1939 read as follows: 

"3rd January 1939 ','lith reference to the l.:inutes o f  the 21st 

December 1938 and earlier, the Governor reviewec the representations 

which he had made to the Chancellor during the past two months as 

to the serious dangers at tendine the sterling exchbnge position. 

No action having been taken in ','ihitehall, he had on the 29th December 

written a letter to the Chancellor which he laid before the 

Committee. 

Intimation had now been received from Holland J 

Belgium and Switzerland that ,  in the event of any further 

considerable fall in the sterling rate, they might find it necessary 

to take measures for self-prote ction: in France too a change of 

policy might prove necessary which would be unwelcome to us . 

The Committee agreed, after discussion, that the 

Governor might inform the Chancellor that,  owing t o  the serious 

prospect of the Exchanges, the Bank were disposed to raise the Bank 

Rate to, say, 4% within a week or two if such a course were not in 

conflict with the policy of His llajesty' s Government . 

4th January 1939 The Deputy Governor acquainted the Committee of 

the following matters 

Vii th reference to the, Minute of the 3rd January, 

the Governor and Deputy Governor had a long discussion with the 

Chancello,r the same afternoon regarding the sterling exchange 

position. 

The Governor had raised with the Chancellor, on 

the ba�is of mutual co-operation, the question of the possible 

advantages of a rise in the Bank Rate in the near future as the 

traditional method of protecting our exchange position. It had 

been agreed that further consideration of this suggestion should be 

deferred until the Chancellor had had an opportunity of discussing 

the question with the Prime I.fi.nister and the outcome of the Rome'" 

visit could be assessed by His t!aje§ty's Government."  

On 

·Visi t of the Prime Minister 'ti,o Mussolini. 
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On 5th January the Exchange Equalise tian Account was 

strengthened by the transfer of £200 million gold (market value 

£350 million) from the Issue Department . This meant in effect a 

return to the E.E.A. of all the gold which had, at various times, 

been passed from the Account to the Issue Department. The increase 

in the fiduciary issue was merely the counterpart of this 

redistribution of This ,  

with a request to the London i.�arket t o  refrain from transactions In 

forward gold Bnd not to facilitate advances against gold, and a 

request to the banks to scrutinise foreign exchange operations with 

a view to eliminating undesirable transactions, had some effect. 

Foreign Central Banks cooperated, but remained apprehensive. 

On 11th January the Governor informed the COmmittee of 

Treasury that at the January meeting of the Soard of the 8 . 1 . S . ; 

"There was a general desire to co-operate in order to 

maintain the exchanges but tbe opinion Vias expressed in several 

quarters that , failing a lessening of the international tension, 

no improvement could be looked for in the sterling position 

except possibly through some abandonment for techni cal reasons 

of the pOlicy of so-called I cheap money' . "  

Nothing further appears to have happened in connection 

with Bank Rate until the approach of war. On 24th August 1939 : 

"The Governor acquainted the Committee that he and the 

Deputy Governor had had long conversations in Whitehall on the 

previous evening regarding the financial and Exchange situation 

and the advisability of a change in Sank Rate. He had recently 

urged more than once that as a precaution the Bank Rate should 

be raised, but his advice bad not been accepted. In view of 

the critical pOSition which had now developed, making necessary 

far-reaching emergency measures ,  the Chancellor was in agreement 

that Banl. Rate be raised to 4 per cent . Althoueh the tine was 

past When a rise in the rate would have done most gOOd, there 

was no doubt thet it was an essential action in the present 

circumstances 
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circumstances . '"  

It was agreed to recommend to the Court of Directors 

that the Bank Rate be raised from 2 per cent. to 4 per cent. "  

The change was made on the same day, and the rate was 

reduced to 3% on 28th September ,*· On 18th October the Commi ttee 

of Treasury agreed " . . . •  that no alteration be recommended in 

the Bank Rate which, as in recent weeks, was in accordance with 

the wishes of H.U.Treasury. In this connec tion a full discussion 

took place on the relations of the Bank with the Treasury and 

wi th the C learing Banks in this and kindred matters. "  

On 25th October the rate returned to 2 per cent " ,  . . . .  in 

accordance wi th the wishes of H.r.�. Treasury". ( C . T.25. 10. 1939 . )  

The Bank Rate came under discussion in the House of 

Commons on 7th November 1939 when Mr.Stokes*·* asked the Chancellor 

to inform the House of the identity of the persons who Vlere 

consulted when the question of changing or maintaining the Bank Rate 

was under discussion; whether he ,vas satisfied that no individual 

concerned might be presumed to have a direct pecuniary interest in 

the matter, and whether he would endeavour to see that Parliament 

was consulted before changes were made. The Chancellor, of course , 

repudiated emphatically the insinuation made in the second part of 

the question. On the following day these proceedings in the House 

were discussed by the Committee of Treasury, who 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in view of their import�nce to the Bank and 

in the interests of historical accuracy, decided to record first 
that,  since the beginning of the year, the question of maintain
ing or changing the Bank Rate had only been before the 

Committee 
·The Governor ' s  statement to the Court ( o.f that day) was on the 

same lines: 
In recommending an increase in the Bank Rate from 2:� to 4"', 

the Governor said that the step wus taken at the r equest of the 
Chancellor and -.'11th the agreement of the Comm! ttee of Treasury. 
He himself regretted that action had been so lone: delayed but ,  up 
till now , the Chancellor would not agree to any increase in spite 
of the advice which the Bank had repeatedly given him during the 
past few months . (Secretary' s Office record. ) 

*·On 11th September« Minute of the Committee of TreaslU'Yt"!f';�IWh e it was forma ly agreed that no alteration be recommended in the Bank Rate � the COmmIttee recognised that during 
the continuance of air attaCKS some of their dec isions might have 
to be provisional or action thereon delayed. " ��·Labour ( Ipswich) . 
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Committee , or indeed before the Court, on the understanding 

that no decision should be reached that would not �eet with 

the agreement of H.L!. Treasury; and second tha t ,  every time 

the question of a change had arisen since the outbreak of war, 

the Committee had accepted and recommended to the Court 

whatever course was said by the Governors to be the expressed 

wish of the Chancellor or of the Treasury. " 

On 9th November there were further references in  the 

House .  Mr. Dalton· stated that " . . . . •  a s  between the Treasury and 

the Bank of England . . . . .  the relationship has been completely 

revolutionised, and that the Governor of the Bank of England is to 

a much greater extent than is openly admitted or legally recognised 

to-day the agent and servant of the Treasury rather than an 

independent financial dictator , as has been the case in the past. 

The Government has enormous powers so far as the settlement of I 
rates of interest and other terms of borrowing are concerned. "  

Mr .  John \'/ilmot** spoke in the , same sense, and added: 

"The Bank Rate has already been reduced by 1 per cent. , 

and many people believe that it  should never bave been raised. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer seems to disown any share of 

the credit for its reduction but I find it very difficult to 

believe that the Government itself is not at this time really 

in command of the mechanism to fix the Bank Rate. I would 

suggest that these controls should now be used to reduce ·the 

Bank Rate to 1 per cent • • . . .  
!I 

The Committee of Treasury took note of these speeches on 

15th November. 

On 21st �ovember Mr.Stokes again asked the Chancellor wbat 

control he had over the fixing of the Bank Rate , or whether in fact 

the effective control of the Bank Rate was not in the hands of the 

Treasury COmmittee of the Bank. 

* Labour ( Bishop �uckland) 
** Labour (Kennington) 

He asked for the names of the 
members 
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members of that Committee, which the Chancellor refused to 

give . "  On 29th November the Governor informed the Committee 

that he would ask Ur.Stokes to call, and on 13th December 

reported "a long talk wi th him. lie had not given him the 

names of the Comml ttee of Treasury 'IOn the grounds first 

that the Chancellor had declined to do so and secondly tha� 

authority was exercised in the Bank only by the Court of 

Directors or by the Governors . "  

It appears that in December Lord Kindersley discussed 

with -the Governor the possibility of a reduction in the Bank 

Rate to 1%. He favoured this rate on the grounds that there 

would be a large saving on the interest on Treasury Bills and 

on other short borrowing , an ability to continue borrowing 

cheaply for longer periods, and incidentally the advantage 

of giving definite proof that the banks and the money market 

were ready and anxious to help to finance the war on the 

cheapest possible basis. 

On 30th May Mr.Stokes asked the Chancellor "Whether 
"he now controls the fixing of the Bank Rate" , and on 4th 

June the Chancellor told him that he had power to give 

directions in this matter. 

When 

, 
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'tihen asked by another member whether he could not exercise his 

authority, the Chancellor replied that he could do so "but I am not 

setis fi ad tha t the si tuation requires i t . "  

Lord Kindersley once more raised the question o f  a 1 %  Bank 

Rate In a letter dated 3rd August: 

" . . . . •  " I have never changed my view the t i t was 

deSirable , but lately several advantages that would not have 

accrued at that date· will do so to-day. 

( 1 )  There is of course no doubt that the 3% and 3�% Government 

loans are great competitors to the Zi% loan. A fall in 

the Bank rate would presumably lead to a rise in these 

stocks, whereas the zt% being on tap would not rise but 

would look attractive. 

( 2 )  The reduction would presll.Dlably lead to a fall in the banks ' 

charges for industrial and other loans and in view of E . P . T .  

incidence the advantage o f  this reduction would find its 

way largely into the Government coffers. 

( 3 )  The rise in gilt edged resulting from a reduction in Bank 

rate should, I think, stimulate the Equity Earket and 

indirectly through improved sentiment would help sub

scriptions to War Bond s . 11 

The Governor laid the letter before the Committee of 

Treasury and expressed the opinion that Lord Kindersley �as so 

preoccupied with the " National Savings Mov ement that his view of the 

market and rate s tructure as a whole was somewhat obscured. 

Among advocates for a reduction Mr.Stokes remained the 

most tenacious. He put the question to the Chancellor on three 

occasions ! 21st January 1941, 1st July 1941 and 24th November 1942. 
On 

*December 1939. 
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On the second occasion the Chancellor was invited to agree that 

it would be to the Treasury' s advantage if the "discount syndicate 

were demolished and a free market allowe d " .  Giving a negative 

answer each time , the Chanc ellor added on 1st July 1941 IT • • •  it would 

be very dangerous for me to agree with Mr .Stoke s " ,  

Bank Rate remained unchanged from 26th October 1939. 

Market Rates 

During 1919 the Clearing Bankers had come to an arrange

ment for uniformity in their Short Loan Rates, and short loans to 

bill brokers were made at rates which were, in effe c t ,  l!% below 

the ruling Bank Rate . This margin continued until 1925 when, _on 

changes in the Bank Rate, it was narrowed to It% Bnd finally to l�. 

The margin remained at 1% until 1934, except for a few 

weeks in 1931 when ?loney Rates rose somewhat before Bank Rate and 

the margin was narrowed t o  t%. On the 30th June 1932 the Bank Rate 

was reduced to 2%. The Clearing Eankers ' Short Loan Rate was l�, 
but very considerable amounts of foreign and colonial money were 

seeking employment in this market and the Discount Ilarket were able 

to obtain short loans from sources other than Clearing Bankers at 

t% and even under. 
. , 

The Disco unt Marke t ' s raison d ' etre was of 

course the selling of bills to banks and taking their short money 

at call; but they were then making considerable profits on running 

short Government Bonds. They were therefore in a position t o  

attempt to satisfy the banks' keen demand for bills by tendering f0r 

them at rates which showed no prOfit either on the jobbing or the 

running. In November 1934 , for example, the rate ranged between 

65. ?td and 4s. 9!d; and the Clear ing Banks , who were feeling the 

effects of competi tion i n  the Short loan l'!arket, reduced their Short 

Loan Ra te to i%. But as they reoained competitors in tendering for 

Treasury Bills this move did not remedy an entirely unsatisfactory 

state of affairs in which Treasury Bills were being dealt in at rates 

below the !.foney Rate: on the 25th January 1935 the rate was3s . Ud . '"  

·Pressure Of foreign funds may have been a contributory factor i n  
these periods. 

In 
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In February 1935 the Clearing Banks decided not to t ender for 

Treasury Bills and not to buy them at less than the !!oney Rate - a 

decision which restored the normal relation between Voney and Bill 

Rates . 

In 1938/39 several factors vlere responsible fOr low re-tes. 

A large volume of money was available for all purposes. �:one tary 

conditions had been kept easy ever since there were siens of a trade 

recession. There had been an expansion of the Cash Base ( Bankers' 

Balances at the Bank of England averaged £9/10 million hiGher in 

1938 than they had been in the three previous year s ) . Private 

savings in 1938 were about £500 million. Foreign liquid funds· 

were £614 million gross and £328 million net (November 1938) , an 

increase i n  the net figure of tIll million since 1931; while there 

had also been a considerable contraction in overseas lending. 

Privbte purchases of dollar securities declined in 1938. 

Industry was refraining from new outlay and accumulating 

balances ; building VIas less active; there had been a fall i n  whole

sale prices. 

In all these c i rcumstances bankers were finding it 

difficult to earn profits. Their advanc es were nearer 40�� of' their 

assets than the customary 50��; and a correspondinG increase in 

Treasury Bills was not available. Excludinc i n  both cases Exchan�e 

Equalisation ... ccount assets between i.1arch 1932 and I::arch 1938 the 

total issue of Treasury Bills had risen by t88 million only, while 

the total �ational Debt had increased by t500 million. 

In general, however , it W&S a part of the Bank' s policy 

that the amount of Treasury Bills should remain low , so that there 

should be no difficulty in dealing with any er::ergency which might 

arise. 

Loans for short periods and day-ta-day money had been at -);% 
almost 

·Returns from about 130 banks , etc.  
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almost continuously since November 1934. , .. lhen the Bank Rate was 

raised to 4% on 24th August 1939 the Short loan and Call l�oney Rate 

became 3"": the margin between Bank Rate and the Short loan Rate 

had narrowed to 1%: when Bank Rate returned to 2� in October 1939 

the Short 1:00ey Ra te became 1%. The Treasury BIll Rat e ,  which 

naturally followed the Short 1.:ooey Rate and Bank Rate upward, 

adjusted itself to the new Money Rate in October and remained around 

1%. The maintenance of Money Rates at above their pr a-war level, 

in spite of the reduction of the Bank Rate to its pre-war figure, 

was a subject of interest in the House of Commons . The Chancellor 

told questioners that the rate to be charged for Call Money was one 

to .be decided by the banks themselves in the light of current 

monetary and commercial �onditions ; and this answer may be taken 

as a reflection of the Governorl s views , According to the 

recollection of certain officials of the Bank, he had felt that well 

before
,
the war there were indications that thj rate structure then 

,-" 
existing was not altogether a healthy one, the facts seem t o  bear 

1\ <.t..M� l-aTeA 
out this contention. Light is thrown on the dekr\1.O� " .. ,k::" of(\bY a note 

made on 20th December 1939 after a meeting of the Con�ittee of 

Treasury. 

" . . . . . . . The Governor referred to the agitation in the Press 

and Parliament for the reduction of the banks ' 1% call rate. 

He had informed the Chancellor that there appeared to be no 

case for his intervention. .New expenses had been incurred 

for which the banks were entitled to recompense themselves and 

the level of the call rate was properly a matter between them-

selves and their customer s .  In any case, the fixed rate o f  !% 

to which reference was now being made had been arranged in order 

to prevent a further fall in rates rather than a rise ; and i t  

had undoubtedly led t o  trouble in that the difficulty of making 

money had led to call money being improperly employed, 

The Committee agreed with this v i ew . "  

On 10th January 1940 the Governor again returned to the 

subject in Committee of Treasury: 

"Attacks 
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"Attacks were being made, In the Press and elsewhere 1 

upon the maintenance of the Clearing Banks ' money Rate at 1%, 

as laid down In their schedule of rates dated 4th October 1939. 

After reviewing the relation between the Bank Rate and l.!arket 

rates for money and Treasury Bills in recent years, he did not 

at present think it advisable that either the Bank or H.M. Oavern-

ment should intervene. "  

As an illustration of the misuse of funds during the 

cheap money conditions of the pre-war period, one instance may be 

given. 

Many local authorities had been issuing Bills, the proceeds 

of which in some instances had been used to finance capital 

expenditure. Consequently in the autumn of 1938 Clearing Banks 

decided not to accept Municipal Bills as security for the market 

unless they could be re-discounted at the Bank of England. This 

restricted first-class Municipal Bills to those of four or five 

authorities for whom the Bank acted as issuing agent , and a 

considerable differeice in rates arose,  not reflecting the respective 

merits of the Bills. 

On 9th November 1938 the Governor informed the Committee of 

Treasury that he hoped to arrange with the bankers to take the 

Bills of their own clients at rates approximating to current market 

rates. Failing this, if the Chancellor required, the Bank would 

have to regulate Municipal issues. The bankers did not agree to 

the proposal. In December, therefore, the Bank of England told the 

Discount Harket that they would accept Bills issued under certain 

conditions which ensured that the money would be used for temporary 

purposes only. 

Early in June 1940 the Governor, in connection with the 

National Savings Campaign, enquired of the Chief Casl!ier whether the 

Benkers could not be asked to pay no interest at all on deposits ,  

or rather on new deposits, assu�ng the new proposal concerned with 
T . D.R . ' s  was accepted. The Chief Cashier ( 12th June) thought this 

idea might be welcomed by the banks ; if not ,the customary t% might 
, 

be regarded as the maximum instead of the minimum Deposit Rate. 

But 
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But the Discount r,�arket would also have to be brought into line; 

their published rate Vias �%. 

By 17th June the more drastic suggestion of no interest 

seems to have been given uP ; '"  a brief note concerning T . D. R . ' s  

given to the Chairman*"' of the Clearing Banks' Commi ttee" ends with 

"No deposits to be taken or renewed by the Banks at a rate above �5: 

per annum" (wi th a pencil addition by the Governor reading "and no 

increased deposits by the Discount i:arket" ) .  On the same day the 

Chief Executive Officers of the Big Five, who had evidently seen the 

Bank of England memorandum and who seemed to assume that the nepo!;! t 

Rate proposal would mean a "Treasury d.i,.rectlon", submitted various 

chanB8S in the existing rate structure ,  which they "ventured to 

suggest" it would be preferable that the Clearing Banks should be 

allowed to make themselves. The changes proposed ( for old and new 

funds) were a reduction of i% ( to i% or �%) on "competitive Special 

Deposit Honey" and a general maximum of 1% on "old Country depOSits" .  

In short, the Bankers suggested a range of rates from }% 

to l�"o. Thus 1% became the maximum Deposit Rate ,  but applicable 

only to a proportion of the total deposits.  This compromise was 

accepted by the Bank , '.'iho also conceded existing higher rates on 

small quasi "Savings Banks" deposits. 2t% was to be paid on the 

first £100 of money lodged in "Home Safe Accounts" ,  while It% on 

swns up to £500 was soon conceded in the case of the Scottish banks ."'" 

On 19th June Mr. Campbell told the Committee of London 

Clearing Bankers that the Governor would deal separately with the 

Discount Houses (who were also required to reduce their maximum 

rate to 1%) and would not want them brought into the discussion; 

that while any reduction should be regarded ·as the wish of the 

Treasury, the Governor was anxious to avoid anything like an order 

or instruction from the Treasury. Mr. Campbell further reported 
that 

"'Possibly on the ground that payment of � interest on Deposi t  
Accounts is an inducement not to  spend and hence o f  assistance 
against inflation. 

"''''Mr . Colin Campbell. 

·"''''The unique Birmingham Municipal Bank contined to pay 3%. 

, I 

I '  

I 
, 

11 . 
' I 
I 
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"with regard to the pOint that the rate agreed upon should apply 

to every Bank in the United Kingdom, the Governor proposes in 

the meantime to confine himself to the Deposit Banks ,  including 

the Scottish Banks . . . . . . . .  . 

He agrees that the rate for old Country Deposits, which 

was formerly fixed at 2t%, should now be maximum 1;. 

I suggested to the Governor that the probable effect o f  a 

reduction in Deposit Rate to t,i would inevitably lead to a 

reduction in the Treasury Bill Rate below 1%. This he I s  not 

prepared to admit at the moment and he stated that he Is anxious 

to maintain tbe existing rate of 1% • . . . . . .  ,,'" 

The changes made in June 1940 did not dispose of the issue 

of the short-term ra�e structure i n  war-time . In the following 

month the arrival at the Treasury of two memoranda brought up the 

question again, for al though these were anonymous the Treasury 

evidently felt that they needed some farm of answer. Extracts 

from these memoranda follow: 

Firs t l!emorandum 

" 

There are four changes which the City expects novl and which 

we think desirable: 

(1 )  A request to the Discount Market and Banks to reduce their 

short loan and/or Treasury Bill rates to half the present 

level. 

( 2 )  A request to the Banks to abolish interest on bank depos i t s .  

(3 )  A reduction in the long term rate of interes t ,  i . e .  the i s s u e  

of new w a r  loans at lower rather than higher rates . 

( 4 )  Direct requests to all financial institutions to take up 
"quotas" of new war loans when issued. 

Clearly 

*�t a meeting o f  the Chief Executive Officers o f  the Clearing Banks 
on 26th June 1940 -

"The Chief Cashier declared, on behalf of the Governor, that 
it wes not desired that there should be aqy change in money 
market rates or in the rating structure of the Clearing Banks 
such as might occasion any change in the current rate for 
discount of Treasury Bills . tI 

I ' 
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Clearly, in such a crisis as the present, financial 

reforms are of minor importance and those named are merely 

directed towards IO'Hering the rate of interest. They can, 

however, be effected at this time practically without effort. 

They would save in the end many millions and they could be a 

prelude to a real review of new methods. There is no doubt 

that measures like these could easily have been carried at the 

outbreak of war and that now the Government can do a bsolutely as 

it likes with the City. It is _to be hoped, therefore, that 

the Government will not be persuaded into thinkine that this or 

that financial reform is impossible. 
" 

Sec ond r!emarandum 
" 

I can only repeat what I haYe said before. If the time 

for a new loan is approaching, and I think it i s ,  the Treasury 

should announce forthwith that Treasury Bills will in future be 

issued to those who tender for them at the rate of one half per 

cent per annum. There is nothing new in a fixed rate; the rate 

has been fixed for weeks by common consent,  and for weeks, if not 

months , the Treasury has been expected to demand a reduction of 

one half ( to 1) . Only the Bank of England thinks a short term 

rate of Ijt is safe but r is dangerous and would lead to 

speculation! The banks etc.  are absolutely dependent on 

Treasury Bills for the short term investment of their funds. 

At the same time the Treasury should tell the banks , not 

merely intimate to them, that in the interests of cheap war 

finance it is desirable to abolish all interest on bank 

deposits.  

Next the Government should announce that investors must not 

expect any rise in the rate of interest on war loans : on the 

contrary, they must expect a progressive reduction . . . . . . . . .  " 

A justification of the Government ' s  policy was drafted at 

the Treasury. There was little difficulty in defending the 

Government 

\ '  
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Government in the matter of low rates on medium Or long-term loans , 

as they were already being established. In forwarding the draft 

for the Bank ' s  comment s ,  Sir Richard HapkIns said that he hoped 

"a means might be found to make a passage on the Treasury BIll Rate 

more specific " .  
" 

The rate at which the banks are willing to lend money for 

short periods is frequently referred to as governing the rote 

for Treasury Bills. It is an important factor; but there are 

others, such as the volume of bills outstanding and the general 

economic and political conditions of the moment. !!oreover, at 

a time when the short-money market has to be carefully watcheCl 

from the pOint of view of checking tendencies to inflation any 

reduction of the banks' lending rate must be weighed with 

particular care. �gain, we do not want to put the Discount 

l!arket out of business , but if the rate for short money is  cut 

too fine the margins on which the ��arket subsists may be almos t 

obliterated: that position was rapidly approaching before the 

war when short money rates and Treasury Eill rates were in the 

neighbourhood of one-half per cent�* All these factors have 

to be considered , and not merely the cost to the Goverr�ent of 

borrowing on Treasury Bills. The best advice available to the 

Treasury is that in present circll.rnstances the balance of 

advantage lies in retaining the present level pf rates. 

The payment of interest on deposit accounts is a means of 

encouraging deposi tors to turn their money over slowly rather 

than Iluickly and is to that extent a deterrent against spending . 

There are no doubt other important considerations affecting the 

retention of funds in the banks , but nevertheless the offer of 

interest 

*The clause in square brackets is ma.rked in this 'l8.Y with the 
word "omit?" against it in the Governor' s  handwriting. 

I '  
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interest is useful so far as i t  goes. The rate of interest 

paid must, however ,  not be so hieh as to encourage pfo r1e to 

leave their money with the banks rether than inve" r il- i� r e c t  
, 

in Government issues and the banks have been asked to r� d :ce to 

1% all higher rates which they now pay. 

" 

A written reply was not sent, but a memorand um b. the 

Chief Cashier was used as the basis of a discussion with Treasury 

officials , and on rates this reads! "It mieht be stressed tht:lt such 

rates as Bank Bu t e ,  Treasury Bill Rate and Bankers Deposit Rate are 

only elements in a closely related system - to alter one is t o  

unsettle many others with repercussions on e . g .  Building Societies, 

Life Assurance Compani es . "  

Sir Richard Hopkins then wrote { 15 . 7 . l940} that he thought 

i t  would be a gOOd thing for the Chancellor "to take the bull by 

the horns and deal with the Treasury Bill rate in the forthcOmins 

budget speech" . He enclosed a draft which he had prepared . 

" . . . . .  The Treasury Bill rate is itself related also to a 

structure of interest rates upon short mone ys. The rate 

norma lly paid by banks on their deposits (not of course 

including current accounts) is i%. The Clearing Banks ' rate 

for short loans secured by Bills of Exchange is 1% and the rate 

on 3 months Treasury Bills i s  a few pence in excess of this 

amount . 

It is from time to time pOinted out that the present rate 

is nearly double that which obtained over long periods i n  the 

years after 1931. No one could describe that as a normal 

periOd and it is no more legitimate in my view to seek t o  jUdge 

the proper rate in war-time by tbat test than by the test of the 

rates which obtained prior to 1931 and which of COurse were 

immensely higher than any which are in fOrce to-day. 

The natural rate, which is fixed by co�pe titive tender, 

turns upoa many complicated factors, of which the volume of 

Treasury Bills is only one. The short term money market is a 

very elaborate machine , the effective working of which in war-time 

1. 
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i s  essential i n  order t o  raise the enormous sums that we require. 

I should perform not a service but a great disservice by taking 

any ill-considered action to derange it. 

In going over past criticisms - and I hnve considered not 

only the speeches in the recent Vote of Credit debate but 

questions raised at an earlier time - I think I can detect two 

objections in the minds of critics of the present position. 

Firstly it is said that banks from whose deposits much of 

this money directly or indirectly comes should not pay interest 

on the deposits they receive. They do not of course pay 

interest upon current accounts. Their normal rate upon 

ordinary deposit  accounts is t%. It has been the practice in 

some parts of the country to pay rates of interest up to zt% on 

special deposits,  and this custom is in fact a legacy from the 

practice of local banks before the large amalgamations took 

place. Steps have recently been taken to arrange that for 

future deposits a maximum of 1; should prevail where previously 

higher rates have obtained. I see no adequate case for going 

further at the present time. I think it will be generally 

accepted that the payment of interest on deposit account is 

useful, so far as it goes, as a deterrent against spending, and 

I should be sorry in these days to dispense with any such 

deterrent. 

The second criticism which has been put bluntly on more 

than one occasion is that the 1% lending rate of the banks 

yields them an excessive profit ,  a very large part of which, 

owing to the volume of Treasury Bills, is ultimately at the 

expense of the Exchequer. This is a question which I have 

carefully studied, and in dOing so I have had the ready 

assistance of the banks themselves. Their prOfitability 

depends not upon one factor alone but upon the results of all 

their operations in the times full of difficulty and risk 

through which we are passing - times in which they have not 

increased their general charges to their customers . 

Starting from this standpoint, I am satisfied that this 

cri ticism 
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criticism is unfounded. It may also be a consolation to the 

critics to reflect that if  I 8::1 wrong, and the banks \lere on 

balance to make l&rgely increased profits, those profits would 

fall in whole to the Exchequer under the 100" Excess Profits 

Tax. " 

The Governor answered ( 15 . 7 . 1940) : 

"1 have read the draft 'words' enclosed w1th your letter of 

yesterday and return them unaMended. 

For my own part I hardly agree that the Chancellor should 

thus take the bull by the horns and deal with the Treasury Eill 

rete and other technicalities forw�lly and seriously In the 

House of Commons . First, because however well and cunnine2y 

he may do so this subject cannot there be ex[lained in words 

under those conditions and because no one who understood the 

subject (after years of wearing out shoe leather round about 

Lombard Street) would attempt to explain it.  

Secondly, because thus to take the bull by the horns is to 

assume that those few felloVls w!1o wrangled in the House on the 

vote of credit were in earnest.  :�othing, I tLlnk, would 

surprise them more than to be treated as if they were in 

earnest .  They were engaged first on bullyragring the 

Chancellor and so weakening his position! next on undermining 

the position of the banks and the City in order the more 

qllickly after our ruin to control this and all the other bank s .  

Therefore,  the mare the Chancellor treats them with such 

respect as genuine seekers after truth or improvement,  the 

more trouble shall we have later and if I were he I would leave 

this subject entirely alone on the occasion you have in �ind. 

If you ask what is he to do after inviting a question, I 

should say let these wranglers put down further questions 

which we can answer shortly and more or less truly as they 

arise but with little sympathy or encouragement. The general 

line we take is that these various rates are only e l ements in 

a closely related unique system - to alter one is to unsettle 

others with repercussions not only on the stability of the 

Clearing Banks but also of other bodies ( Building SOcieties , 
Insurance Companie s ,  etc. ) . "  

I 
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The brief prepared by the Treasury was, however, of 

assistance to the Financial Secretary on 5th August during the 

second reading of the Finance Bill, doubtless because L1r. pethlck 

lawrence ( Labour) referred ( not for the first time ) to the Treasury 

Bill Rate , pointing out that the volume of Treasury Bills outstanding 

had risen from about f1, 000 million in July 1939 to £1,725 million 

in July 1940, and claiming that the rate , which had gone up from a 

little over t% to a little over 1%, was too high. Customers'  

Deposit Rates should be cut and the Treasury Bill Rate reduced to 

t% ( or at any rate to i%l . In his reply the Financ ial Secretary 

used the draft, but omitted the paragraph referring to the fact that 

the Tr"eea ury Bill Rate was nearly double that of the pre-war years 

after 1931. 

On 12th November 1940 ��. Craven-Ellis� asked what the 

effect on the Treasury Bill Rate would be if Bank Rate were reduced 

to 1%, and what were the advantages of the present high' Bank Rate . 

The Chancellor did not agree that the Bank Rate Vias high but 1'or the 

rest referred the member to the answers of 6th August .  

Again i n  April 1941 the Chancellor wished a statement to 

be prepared for the second reading of the new Finance Bill, in case 

Mr.Pethick lawrence or anyone else returned to the s uggestions made 

a year earlier. In their draft the Treasury' s remarks on the 

Treasury Bill Rate were not very happy. A re-draft by the Bank 

covered a much wider field , including "cost1ess" credit ; it dealt 

with short-term rates only indirectly, pointing out that no less 
than £456 million of an increase of £486 million in the Clearing 

Banks' depOSits between September 1939 and March 1941 was in current 

accounts .  It also made the point that it would not be well t o  1'orce 

down interest\ rates to a level "which makes it impossible for the 

insurance institutions of the country to cover long-term contracts and ' 

deprives everyone who has retired on a life-tiroe ' s  savings of the 

greater part of the income they had counted on"; and laid stress on 

the 

·Conservative (Southampton) . 
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the increased costs of the banks as compared with an income risIng 

much less rapidly. 
, The Treasury expected a general debate on the Bankers 

DepOsit Rate Bod over-draft rates in September 1942, and drew up a 

memorandum on the subject in the previous month. Incidentally this 

estimated the saving, if bankers ceased to pay t% on all deposit 

accounts, at rather less than £6 million a year, but again 

emphasised the undesirability of the abolition of the Deposit Rate 

as likely to encourage spending. The Bank worked also on this 

draft. Soon after its arrival at the Bank the "Financial Times" 

( 17th August)  suggested that a White Paper should be issued to 

educate r.�embers of Parliament on banking matters, a proposal which r) 
the Treasury appear to have adopted by the end of August. 

The Bank' s  re-draft dealt with the Treasury Bill Rate 

incidentally, in connection with the point that all borrowing rates 

were far lower than during the last war. Both Treasury and Bank 

drafts were in the main a defence of the banks by comparing the 

rise in their expenses with the rise in their receipts. The idea 

of issuing a White Paper was eventually dropped and only a small and 

condensed part of the Bank ' s  draft was used by the Chancellor in the 

House of Commons ,  during a debate on War Finance and Borrowing 

Policy on 16th December 1942. I 
In December 1942 also the Chief Cashier pointed out to , ! 

the Governors that the total of T.D .R. ' s  outstanding had reached a 

figure much the same as that of Treasllry Bills, which was maintained 

at about £1 ,000 million. Should 6 months Deposit Receipts also be 

Umi ted in amount , and a new series of 12 months Receipts be issued 

at , say It,:.? One disadvantage of this would be the danger that the 

whole rate s tructure might be put in the melting pot , so that 
perhaps it would be better to make no change. 

agreed. 

The Governors 

In the next two years the existing structure of market 

rates does not seem to have given rise to so much comment j and in 

any case enough has perhaps been said to show the nature of the 
criticisms expressed and of the defence put forward. But from the 

autumn of 1944 the matter began to be actively revived: the Press 
again 

Ii' 
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again gave a good deal o f  space t o  i t ,  and the Bank, and later the 

Chancellor, received further representations from Lord Kindersley. 

To begin with the Press : an article in the Economic 

Journal of December 1944,* surveying nearly 100 years of money 

rates, made much of a fact unlikely to have been realised by more 

than a few analytical minds - that a persistent margin between 

short Bod long term rates had appeared only since 1931. The 

author concluded that, assuming continuance of the existing level 

of output Bnd prices Bnd no attempt 

of currency Bnd bank deposits or to 

either to reduce the quantity 
if �,,�d-
� short term loans, both 

long and short term ra tes might, w1 thin a few years after the war, 

settle down at about 2-Zt% ( i . e . at e::y about \� lower than rates 

obtaining durine most of the nineteenth century) . 

The Times ( 29 . 1 . 1945) , before accepting these conclusions , 

preferred to examine the question further and devoted the greater 

part of its Ci ty columns to doing so,. The Times article pointed 

out that before 1931, after which critical year the persistent 

Margin of 2� or more had appeared, there had indeed been very wide 

gaps,  but only for short seasonal periods or in the process of 

adjustment under an automatic gold standard. Short term rates 

were now protected against former risks by the absence of automatic 

deflationary reactions to adverse exchange movements,  by exchange 

control and by "cushion" funds used by the authorities to offset 

temporary exchange tendencies.  The Times concluded that although 

conditions might well lead to a very different relationship between 

different types of money ra"tes from those existing before 1914 . . . . . 

short term rates, on past evidence ,  see�ed unlikely to rise to more 

than li% with the long term rate at 3% (with no implication that 

the latter would settle around 3;:1:) . 

Lord 

"'"The Future of Interest Rates" (E.V. !'organ) .  

I 
� " I 
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Lord Kindersley'·s assault began with a letter t o  the 

Governor ( 30 . 11 . 1944) . Unable to account for the failure of the 

If% Exchequer Bond issue, he was inclined to attribute it to the 

failure of  the bankers to reduce their oenosit rate, while the yield "'1<1· 
on medium-term Government loans had beSK4 �SS attractive by 

lengthening the term of  years to maturity. Was not the remedy a 

reduction by a 1/4 - 3/8% all round in Bankers' Deposit Rates (with 

a 1/4% rate on anything less than 6 months ) and a rate of 7/8% only 

on T . D . R.� 
In a note cn this letter the Chief Cashier pointed out 

that if such action were taken "the whole rate structure wOl.lld become 

llnhinged", Lord Kindersley's viewpoint , not unnaturally, was the 

day to day subscriptions to tap issues; but he had been advocating a 

lowering of rates on deposits and advances (not excluding �nk Rate) 

for some years. The Governor replied to Lord Kindersley { 6 . 12. 1944j 

in general terms, referring to a talk which they had bad in the 

interim. 

In mid-December the Deputy Governor and Chief Cashier 

also had discussions on the subject with Lord Kindersley. They seem 

at least to have persuaded him that a reduction in the T . D . R. rate 

would have little connection with the inclinations of depositors and 

that the deposit and T . n . R . rates could not be altered in isolation. 

The Deputy Governor,  however , ( in a note to the Chief 

Cashier) felt that to 

reduction in long and 

lithe rank and file of  folk who see "'_€t:-.:'A-• ...<-Lht,. .! 
medium rates but no alternative in 

a continual 

the short 

rate" it must appear that professional lenders were . . . . .  "getting a 

rake-off and to a mild extent they are". 

On 5th February 1945 Lord Kindersley wrote to the 

Chancellor strongly urging adjustment "of the present illogical 

policy of continuing to keep deposit rate up while reducing the 

attractions of  medium and long-term loans" .  But for the outlet by 

way of  T. D. R . '  s the "very weight of additional deposits would cause 

the interest on short money to decline . "  

COITl1'lenting 

,) 

I 
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Commenting on this last pOint the Chief Cashier said 

" . . . .  the weight of deposits would have been there in any event " :  

if the Government's needs had not been borrowed on T . n. Rl s  some 

other device would have been necessary. A short answer to Lord 

Kindersley, in his opinion, would be on the lines that there must 

surely be something ,,<.t.. �_cA. ? 
rates increased the 

in the theory that progressive reduction in 

incentive to save . In practice there must be 

"a limit to the extent t o  which we can fairly - and indeed wisely 

apply the screw ( vide 1j% Exchequer Bonds ) ;  and in my mind that 

limit has been reache d . "  
, 

Sir Otto Nlemeyer { in a note which the Governor marked 

for availability on file when he should next talk with Lord Klndersley} 

pointed out that since the vital object of saving was abstinence from 

consumption i t  would be better to fix it in long-term securities. 

He added a warning against enco uragement of unnatural investment in 

Government stocks by offering special facilities for bank lending 

against such stocks (with memories, perhaps, or its inflationary 

effect during 1914-18 ) . 

These criti cisms notwithstanding, the course seems to 

have been fairly well set for the reduction in all short-term rates 

which inevitably followed the Labour ' Governmen t ' s return to power 

and the new Chancellor ' S  drive towards cheaper Government borrowing 

all round. Reducti ons came at the instigation first of R.M. Treasury . 
• On 22nd Augus t ,  the Baak reassured the Treasury that since the Banks 

were not asked to take up T . D . R ' s until they had received the money 

through Government disbursement s ,  though they might protest at any 

reduction in the rate of interest, they would "accept any reasonable .\ 
arrangelCent without undue fuss". "'''''' 

The Treasury Bill rate and the bankers' call and short 

money rates were reduced to t% as from 19th October 1945. Cuts in 

the interest rates on Treasury Deposit Receipts and on Tax Reserve 

Certificates followed - the former immediately ( to 5/8% on 22 . i " . J'"""J',� 
the latter after nearly 6 months ( to i% on 1 1 . 4 . 1946 ) .  (See also 

Sections on these instrument s . ) 

*Meeting at 8ank: 

"''' T. C'.",o/' ('7- '0. 

Sir H.Brittain, Deputy Governor and Mr . CObbold . 
� c...� r ... . r J�� I;;£... or" . . . . � vJ;1 � f;; � ;,.t'  � 
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